
No works description unit Quantity

1 Reception desk

Corner desk wood minimum 18mm depth; 120+180x60h:75cm

4 legs: wooden;  round size of legs 6-8 cm, cable gland diameter 60 

mm, Scratch free and varnished. COLOR BROWN.

pcs 1

2
Working desk (prototyping 

space + training)

Solid working desk, top 18mm, metal frame & legs (Metal size 

2.0cm-2.5 cm, Thickness 1mm), cable gland diameter 60 mm, 

Bottom Métal Legs covered by rubber, Scratch free and varnished. 

COLOR BROWN; dim: 120x60 h:75cm

pcs 27

3 Library desk 

Solid wooden top 20mm, wood or metal feet; dim: 100x210cm 

h:75cm, Bottom Métal Legs covered by rubber, 2 cable gland 

diameter 60 mm Scratch free color Brown

pcs 2

4
New stools without back 

rest

Traditional wooden stool Hight 45cm, minimum seat diameter 

35cm, seat thickness 3cm and round size of legs 6-8 cm, Scratch 

free and varnished. COLOR BROWN 

pc 24
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Remarks: The furniture is for a college with many students, therefore all objects need to be built very carefully so that they will not break easily; all objects that are not screwed 

or laminated very well and are breaking will be returned upon delivery immediately and payment will be deducted. one prototype/sample each needs to be built first, and then 

after approval of the consultant and the college. 
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5 New desk for computer  

Solid working desk, top 18mm, metal frame & legs (Metal size 

2.0cm-2.5 cm, Thickness 1mm), cable gland diameter 60 mm, 

Bottom Métal Legs covered by rubber.  Scratch free and varnished, 

COLOR BROWN ), dim: 50x80xh75cm

pc 9

6 Corner bench 

wooden bench with wooden legs, 20mm top, dim: 

220+80x45xh:45cm, round size of legs 6-8 cm Scratch free and 

varnished. COLOR BROWN )

pcs 9

7 Normal bench

wooden bench with wooden legs, 20mm top, dim: 200x45xh:45cm, 

round size of legs 6-8 cm, Scratch free and varnished. COLOR 

BROWN )

pc 1

8
Wooden frame for pinning 

ideas
See detailed 08 drawing for design pcs 10

9 computer tables

Solid wooden desk with wooden legs, 25mm top, dim: 210x80x 

h:115cm, round size of legs 6-8 cm, cable gland diameter 60 mm 

Scratch free and varnished, COLOR BROWN )

pcs 4

10 elevated stools 

Solid wooden stools, minimum seat diameter 35cm, minimum seat 

thickness 3cm with four metal legs (Metal size 2.5 cm, Thickness 

1mm), back rest metal or wood, Scratch free and varnished. COLOR 

BROWN ), Bottom Métal Legs covered by rubber, back rest metal or 

wood. (See detailed 10 drawing for design)

pc 10

No works description unit Quantity

11 Podium (12sqm)

movable podium for guest discussions, needs to carry weight, 

wooden sub structure with solid wooden boards, top surface 

smooth   2cm wooden boards, ( no verneer)  ; total dimesions: 

6x2m h:30cm; built in 4 pieces (1.5x2m h:30cm) and then put 

together , each piece needs to be easily movable towards store in 

the back

(See detailed 11 drawing for design)

pc 1

12 amphi-theater seating
See detailed drawing on 12, for three rows of sitting at different 

heights.
pc 1

13
Movable Traditional 

wooden seats for podium 

pallet furniture with sofa for discussions with wheels,

(See detailed drawing & design on 13).
pcs 4

14
Ceiling mounted support for 

projector 

ceiling mounted size 35 X 35cm: H 15cm wooden with 2 meter 

chain, board for the projector and cables, color black, (See detailed 

drawing & design on 14).

pc 1
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